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1. Introduction
For any group G, write NG for the set of all normal subgroups with finite index in G. If the set NG is used as a base of
neighbourhoods of the identity, the effect is to introduce a topology on G, the profinite topology. For any subgroup H , the
profinite closure H in G is the intersection of all the subgroups of finite index in G that contain H: equivalently
H =
⋂
N∈NG
HN.
The trivial subgroup is profinite closed precisely when G is residually finite. Here we are concerned with a much stronger
property: a group G is called extended residually finite (ERF) if every subgroup of G is profinite closed. Clearly the class of ERF-
groups is closed under forming subgroups and quotients. It is a well-known theorem of Mal’cev that polycyclic-by-finite
groups are ERF, (see [11], p. 18).
Wemention twoweaker propertieswhichhave received attention recently. A group is said to be locally extended residually
finite (LERF) if each finitely generated subgroup is profinite closed. For example, finitely generated free groups are LERF, a result
which is due to Hall [6]. There has been a great deal of activity recently in the study of LERF-groups: see for example [1,4,5].
A group all of whose quotients are residually finite will be called a QRF-group. These groups are the subject of articles
by Kurdacenko and Otal [10] and Menth [13]. By a deep theorem of Jategaonkar [8] and Roseblade [16] – see also [11]
– all finitely generated abelian-by-polycyclic-by-finite groups are QRF. In addition, locally finite groups with finite Sylow
subgroups are QRF and LERF, a result which is proved in 5.1.
The properties LERF and QRF are considerably weaker than ERF, and in fact they are incomparable. Indeed LERF does not
imply QRF even for abelian groups, by the example of a direct product of cyclic groups of orders 2, 4, 8, . . . . Also the group〈
x, a | ax = a2〉 is QRF but not LERF — see Remark 3.
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2. Results
Our aim here is to make a systematic study of the structure of groups with the ERF-property, particularly in the soluble
and locally finite cases. In order to make the treatment as comprehensive as possible, we have included abbreviated proofs
of some known results.
The starting point in the theory is the study of abelian and nilpotent groups which are ERF. Here it is important to notice
an old result due to Smirnov [17]: for nilpotent groups the properties QRF and ERF are identical. The definitive result on
nilpotent ERF-groups was established by Menth [13].
Theorem 4.7. Let G be a nilpotent group. Then G is ERF if and only if the following conditions hold:
(a) G/τ(G) is torsion-free with finite rank;
(b) G/τ(G) is Prüfer-free;
(c) for each prime p, the p-component Gp is abelian-by-finite with finite exponent.
Here τ(G) is the torsion-subgroup of G: if G is a non-nilpotent group, then τ(G) is its maximum periodic normal subgroup.
Also a group is called Prüfer-free if it has no factor, (i.e., quotient of a subnormal subgroup), of Prüfer type p∞ for any prime
p. We include simplified proofs of the theorems of Smirnov and Menth below.
It is a much harder problem to characterize soluble ERF-groups. In 1978 Jeanes and Wilson [9] proved that a finitely
generated soluble ERF-group is polycyclic, thus providing a converse to Mal’cev’s theorem: see [15] for generalizations of
this result. For soluble groupswith finite abelian rank the problem is easier and a characterization has been found by Liu [12].
Turning to locally finite groups, wemust take account of a striking example due to Hartley [7]: there is a countable, locally
finite group with finite Sylow subgroups which has a proper subgroup that is dense in the profinite topology. Of course this group
cannot be ERF. Despite Hartley’s example, there are many types of locally finite group with finite Sylow subgroups which
are ERF, for example, hyperfinite groups and thus periodic soluble groups. Here we prove a more general theorem, which
has the virtue of including Liu’s result mentioned above.
Theorem 5.4. Let G be a group with an ascending series whose infinite factors are cyclic and are finite in number. If also G is
Prüfer-free and has finite Sylow subgroups, then it is ERF.
Our results are most complete for the class of FC-groups, for which the following remarkably simple classification of the
ERF-groups has been obtained.
Theorem 8.1. Let G be an FC-group. Then G is ERF if and only if the following conditions hold:
(a) Sylow subgroups of G are abelian-by-finite with finite exponent;
(b) Sylow subgroups of G′ are finite;
(c) G/τ(G) is torsion-free abelian of finite rank and Prüfer-free.
This means that the periodic FC-groups with the ERF-property, like periodic nilpotent groups with ERF, can be
characterized entirely in terms of their Sylow structure.
Our final result underlines the universal role played by FC-groups with the ERF-property which are direct products.
Theorem 8.2. An FC-group which is ERF embeds in an ERF-group that is a direct product of finite groups and a single torsion-free
abelian group of finite rank.
3. Abelian groups
The first step in the study of ERF-groups is to determine the structure of abelian ERF-groups. This is accomplished in the
following result.
Proposition 3.1. Let A be an abelian group. Then A is ERF if and only if A/τ(A) is torsion-free of finite rank and Prüfer-free, while
Ap has finite exponent for all primes p.
Proof. Write T for τ(A). Suppose that A is ERF. If A had a free abelian subgroup of infinite rank, it would have a p∞-factor,
which is clearly impossible. Hence A/T has finite rank, and certainly it is Prüfer-free.
Next we investigate the torsion in A. Let P = Ap for an arbitrary prime p. Then P has a basic subgroup, i.e., a pure subgroup
B such that P/B is divisible and B is a direct product of cyclic groups: for the existence of basic subgroups see [3], p. 98. Of
course P = B here. If P had infinite exponent, it would have a Prüfer p∞-quotient. Thus P has finite exponent.
Conversely, let A satisfy the conditions. These are easily seen to be inherited by quotients, so it need only be shown that
A is residually finite. Let 1 6= a ∈ A and put A = A/T . Since⋂n≥1 An is divisible and A is Prüfer-free, we have⋂n≥1 An = 1.
Also A¯/A¯n is finite if n > 0, so we may assume that a ∈ T . Since T is residually finite, a 6∈ S ≤ T where T/S is finite. But T/S
is a direct factor of A/S and thus the latter is residually finite, so the result follows at once. 
Remark 1. Any torsion-free abelian group A with finite rank r has a series of length r whose factors are rational groups,
i.e., subgroups of Q. It is easy to see that A is Prüfer-free if and only if it has a series in which the factors are rational groups
whose types have finite entries in the sense of [3], Section 42.
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4. Nilpotent groups
We begin by proving Smirnov’s theorem [17].
Theorem 4.1. A nilpotent group is ERF if and only if it is QRF.
In the proof two simple but useful results are employed.
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a group with a normal subgroup N of finite index. If N is ERF, then so is G.
Proof. LetH ≤ G and x ∈ G\H . We need to show that there is a subgroup of finite index in G containingH but not x. We can
assume that x ∈ HN and x = hawhere h ∈ H and a ∈ N \ (H ∩ N). Since N is ERF, there exists L ≤ N such that H ∩ N ≤ L,
a 6∈ L and |N : L| is finite. Put M = LG, the normal core of L in G. Since G/M is finite, we may assume that x ∈ HM; hence
a = h−1x ∈ HM , say a = h′`, (h′ ∈ H , ` ∈ M). Finally, h′ = a`−1 ∈ H ∩ N ≤ L, so that a ∈ L, a contradiction. 
Corollary 4.3. Let G be a group with a finite normal subgroup N. If G/N is ERF and G is residually finite, then G is ERF.
Proof. Since G is residually finite, there existsM C G such that G/M is finite andM ∩ N = 1. ThenM ' MN/N ≤ G/N , so
M is ERF, and hence G is ERF by the lemma. 
Remark 2. Notice that the corollary is false if G is not assumed to be residually finite, as is shown by an important example,
the central product of infinitely many copies of the quaternion group of order 8.
Proof of 4.1. Wemust show that a nilpotent QRF-group G is ERF, and to do this we argue by induction on the nilpotent class
c , which we may assume to be at least 2.
Put Z = Z(G), and let H ≤ G and x ∈ G \ H . By induction hypothesis G/Z is ERF, which shows we may assume that
x ∈ HZ , say x = hz, (h ∈ H , z ∈ Z). Because G/H ∩ Z is residually finite and z ∈ Z \ (H ∩ Z), we can be sure that there exists
L ≤ Z such that H ∩ Z ≤ L, z 6∈ L and |Z : L| is finite. Since G/Z is ERF and G/L is residually finite, 4.3 shows that the group
G/L is ERF, so we may assume that x ∈ HL, say x = h′a, (h′ ∈ H , a ∈ L). Thus hz = h′a and h′−1h = az−1 ∈ H ∩ Z ≤ L, which
yields the contradiction z ∈ L. 
Remark 3. Smirnov’s theorem is not valid for soluble groups. For example, let G = 〈x, a | ax = a2〉. Since G is finitely
generated and metabelian, it is QRF. However, G is not even LERF. For, if H = 〈a〉 and H ≤ K with |G : K | finite, a simple
argument shows that K ≥ a〈x〉, so that H is not closed.
If G is a nilpotent ERF-group, its lower central factors must satisfy the structural restrictions of 3.1. From these it follows
that G/τ(G) is torsion-free of finite rank and Prüfer-free; also each p-component of G has finite exponent. However, there
is an important additional restriction, which was discovered by Menth [13].
Proposition 4.4. Let G be a nilpotent p-group. Then G is ERF if and only if it is abelian-by-finite with finite exponent.
Before proving this result we establish some auxiliary facts which will also be used in what follows.
Lemma 4.5. Let G = Dri∈IFi where each Fi is a finite p-group. If G is ERF, then all but a finite number of the Fi are abelian.
Proof. Assuming the result false, we may suppose that G = F1 × F2 × · · · where each Fi has nilpotent class 2. Choose
xi, yi ∈ Fi such that the commutator ci = [xi, yi] has smallest order > 1. Since Fi has class 2, we have cpi = [xpi , yi] = 1, so
that C = 〈c1, c2, . . .〉 is an infinite elementary abelian p-group with the ci as basis.
At this point a very useful technical argument can be employed. Put
H = 〈c−1i ci+1 | i = 1, 2, . . .〉 ,
noting that H < C . Now suppose that N C G and G/N is finite. The xiN cannot all be different, so x−1i xj ∈ N for some i 6= j.
Since N contains the element [x−1i xj, yj] = cj, the subgroup HN contains all of the ci. Thus C ≤ HN and
⋂
N HN 6= H , so that
H is not closed. 
Next we establish a useful fact about periodic FC-groups with the ERF-property.
Lemma 4.6. Let G be a periodic FC-group. If G is ERF, then each Sylow subgroup of G is centre-by-finite with finite exponent.
Proof. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. First we show that P is abelian-by-finite: assume that this is not the case. There
exist x1, y1 ∈ P such that [x1, y1] 6= 1. Since G is a periodic FC-group, F1 = 〈x1, y1〉P is finite. Next P is residually finite, so
there exists N1 C P such that P/N1 is finite and F1 ∩ N1 = 1. Now N1 cannot be abelian, so there exists x2, y2 ∈ N1 such
that [x2, y2] 6= 1. Put F2 = 〈x2, y2〉P and find N2 C P such that N1/N2 is finite and F2 ∩ N2 = 1. Since this procedure cannot
terminate, it gives rise to an infinite direct product F1 × F2 × · · · in which each Fi is finite and non-abelian, in contradiction
to 4.5. Hence P is abelian-by-finite.
Let A C P where A is abelian and P/A is finite. Since P is a periodic FC-group, we can write P = XAwhere X C P and X is
finite. If C = CP(X), then P/A ∩ C is finite and clearly A ∩ C ≤ Z(P). Finally P has finite exponent by 3.1. 
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Lemma 4.7. Let G be a group with a series of finite length whose factors are finite or torsion-free abelian of finite rank. If G is
Prüfer-free, then it is ERF.
Proof. It is easy to show that there is a normal series 1 = G0 C G1 C · · · C Gn = G with Gi+1/Gi finite or torsion-free
abelian of finite rank. The result is true if n ≤ 1, so let n > 1 and put N = G1. Thus G/N is ERF by induction on n. Let H ≤ G
and x ∈ G \ H . We show that there is a subgroup with finite index containing H but not x. For this purpose we may assume
that x ∈ HN , with say x = ha, (h ∈ H , a ∈ N \ (H ∩ N)). Since N is Prüfer-free, it is ERF and there exists M ≤ N such that
H ∩N ≤ M , a 6∈ M and |N : M| is finite. Hence a 6∈ Nk for some k > 0 with Nk ≤ M . Note that N/Nk is finite, and thus G/Nk
is residually finite (see [11], p. 96). Therefore G/Nk is ERF by 4.3 and since x 6∈ HNk, the result follows. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. In the first place the condition is clearly sufficient since by 3.1 an abelian group with finite
exponent is ERF.
Assume that G is a nilpotent p-group with the ERF-property. Then Gab has finite exponent by 3.1, which implies that G
has finite exponent. It remains to show that G is abelian-by-finite, which will be accomplished by induction on the nilpotent
class c > 1. Suppose that the result has been proved for groups of class 2 and let c > 2. If Z = Z(G), then by induction
there exists A/Z C G/Z with A/Z abelian and G/A finite. Since A has class at most 2, it is abelian-by-finite, whence so is G.
From now on we assume that G has class 2.
(i) We may assume that (G′)p = 1 and G/Z(G) is elementary abelian.
Suppose that the case (G′)p = 1 has been settled and let G′ have exponent pe > p. By induction on e there is an abelian
normal subgroup A/(G′)pe−1 with finite index in G/(G′)pe−1 . Since A′ ≤ (G′)pe−1 , we have (A′)p = 1, and hence A is abelian-
by-finite, as is G. From now on assume that (G′)p = 1. Thus [Gp,G] = (G′)p = 1 and Gp ≤ Z(G).
Next write
F = FC(G)
for the FC-centre ofG. By 4.6 the subgroup F is abelian-by-finite. Thereforewe can assume thatG/F is infinite. Since Z(G) ≤ F ,
we may in fact suppose that:
(ii) G/F is an infinite elementary abelian p-group.
Now comes the key step in the proof.
(iii) There exist two infinite sequences of elements of G, say x1, x2, . . . and y1, y2, . . ., such that the xiF are linearly
independent modulo F , as are the yiF , and such that the elements cij = [xi, yj], i ≤ j, are linearly independent in G′.
To start the construction choose any x1 ∈ G \ F ; thus |G : CG(x1)| is infinite. Also G 6= 〈x1, F〉 since G/F is infinite. It
follows that G 6= CG(x1)⋃ 〈x1, F〉 by a well known result of B. H. Neumann (see [14], 4.17). Now choose y1 ∈ G not to be in
this union.
Suppose that x1, . . . , xr , y1, . . . , yr have been chosen appropriately, and put cij = [xi, yj], i ≤ j. We explain how to choose
g ∈ G such that the subset
Sg =
{
cij | i ≤ j ≤ r
}⋃ {[xi, g], [yi, g] | i ≤ r}
is linearly independent. PutM = 〈xi, yi | 1 ≤ i ≤ r〉 and write L = M ′; hereM is finite and L C G. If Sg is linearly dependent,
there must be a non-trivial linear relation modulo L between [x1, g], . . . , [xr , g], [y1, g], . . . , [yr , g]. Hence there exists
m ∈ M = M/L such that [m, g] = 1 and m 6∈ F = F/L where g¯ = gL. Note that L ≤ G′ ≤ F and FC(G) = F , where
G = G/L.
Next for any m ∈ M \ F , the index |G : CG(m)| is infinite and also G 6= MF , since otherwise G/F would be finite. Thus
Neumann’s theorem assures us that
G 6= U =
⋃
m∈M\F
CG(m) ∪ (MF).
Now choose g ∈ G so that g 6∈ U . Then the set Sg is now linearly independent. Furthermore, gF and the xiF , yjF are
linearly independent modulo F because g 6∈ MF . Now define yr+1 to be g .
In a similar way h ∈ Gmay be chosen so that the subset{
cij | i ≤ j ≤ r
} ∪ {[h, yr+1]}
is linearly independent and hF and the xjF are linearly independent. Set xr+1 = h to complete the construction.
(iv) Final step
With the notation of (iii), write
V = 〈cij, c−1ii ci+1i+1 | i < j = 1, 2, . . .〉
and note that cii 6∈ V since the cij are linearly independent. Suppose that N C G and G/N is finite. Then x−1i xj ∈ N for some
i < j, which implies that N contains [x−1i xj, yj] = c−1ij cjj and thus cjj ∈ VN . Hence VN contains all the ckk and
⋂
N VN 6= V , so
that V is not closed, and the proof of 4.4 is complete. 
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We are now in a position to prove the theorem characterizing nilpotent ERF-groups.
Theorem 4.8. Let G be a nilpotent group. Then G is ERF if and only if the following conditions hold:
(a) G/τ(G) is torsion-free with finite rank;
(b) G/τ(G) is Prüfer-free;
(c) for each prime p, the p-component Gp is abelian-by-finite with finite exponent.
Proof. Put T = τ(G). First assume that G is ERF. By 3.1 Gab has finite torsion-free rank, whence so does G; thus (a) holds,
while (b) is clearly true and (c) is true by 4.4.
Conversely, assume the three conditions are satisfied. By 4.1 it is enough to show G is QRF, and since the hypotheses are
easily seen to be inherited by quotients, we need only prove that G is residually finite.
Evidently Gp is residually finite, whence so is T = DrpGp. Also G/T is residually finite — see [11], p. 96. We can suppose
that T = Gp and denote its exponent by pe. Let c > 0 be the nilpotent class of G; then
[
T ,Gp
e(c−1)] = 1 by an easy argument.
LetM C T where T/M is finite. Then we have TGp
e(c−1) ≤ NG(M) and G/Gpe(c−1) is finite. Therefore |G : NG(M)| is finite and
so T/MG is finite. The group G/MG is residually finite by 4.7, from which it follows that G is residually finite. 
The characterization of soluble ERF-groups has the appearance of being a much harder problem.
5. Locally finite groups
In a locally finite ERF-group the abelian p-subgroupsmust have finite exponent. However this condition is far from being
sufficient, as is shown by Hartley’s example mentioned in the Introduction. Despite this failure, locally finite groups with
finite Sylow subgroups do possess strong forms of residual finiteness.
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a locally finite group with finite Sylow subgroups. Then G is LERF and QRF.
Proof. The first point to observe is that G/Op′(G) is finite. By a deep theorem of Belyaev (see [2], 3.5.15), there is a locally
soluble normal subgroup Lwith finite index in G. By a result of Kargapolov [2], 2.5.13 the group L/Op′(L) is a Černikov group,
and hence is finite since Sylow subgroups of G are finite. Therefore G/Op′(G) is finite. It follows that G is residually finite, and
since the hypotheses are inherited by quotients, G is a QRF-group.
To show that G is LERF, let H be a finite subgroup and let x ∈ G \ H . Since K = 〈x,H〉 is finite, there exists N C G such
that G/N is finite and K ∩ N = 1. Suppose that x ∈ HN and x = ha, (h ∈ H , a ∈ N); then a = h−1x ∈ K ∩ N = 1 and x ∈ H .
By this contradiction x 6∈ HN and H is closed. 
The next result yields a large class of locally finite groups with the ERF-property.
Theorem 5.2. Let G be a group which has an ascending series with finite factors. If G has finite Sylow subgroups, then it is ERF.
Proof. In the first place it is well known that G is locally finite. Next we argue that G is hyperfinite, i.e., it has an ascending
normal series with finite factors. Suppose that H is a non-trivial finite ascendant subgroup with minimum order; thus H is
a simple group. If H is not abelian, then HG is a direct product of conjugates of H and, because Sylow subgroups of G are
finite, it follows that HG must be finite. If on the other hand H is abelian and |H| = p, a prime, then HG is a p-group (see for
example [14], 2.31), and again HG is finite. It follows by iteration of this argument that G is hyperfinite.
To prove that G is ERF, we take H ≤ G and x ∈ G \ H , and show that x fails to belong to some subgroup of finite index
containing H .
(i) Case: xG is finite.
Setm = |xG| and for each prime p dividingm choose a Sylow p-subgroup Sp. Then the subgroup T generated by
〈
xG
〉
and
the Sp for p | m is finite, and hence there exists N C G such that G/N is finite and T ∩ N = 1. We may assume that x ∈ HN ,
with say x = ha, (h ∈ H , a ∈ N). Since [xG,N] ≤ T ∩ N = 1, we have [x, a] = 1 and thus [h, a] = 1. It follows that
1 = xm = hmam and am ∈ H . Since N ∩ Sp = 1 for p dividingm, the subgroup N is a p′-group for all such p. Therefore a ∈ H
and x ∈ H , a contradiction.
(ii) The general case.
Let {Gα | α < β} be an ascending normal series of Gwith finite factors. Then x = x1 ∈ Gα1+1 \ Gα1 where α1 < β . Since
(x1Gα1)
G/Gα1 is finite, we may apply case (i) to the group G/Gα1 and its subgroup HGα1/Gα1 . Hence we may suppose that
x1 ∈ HGα1 and write x1 = h2x2 where h2 ∈ H , x2 ∈ Gα2+1 \ Gα2 and α2 < α1. Next (x2Gα2)G/Gα2 is finite and again case (i)
applies, so wemay assume that x2 ∈ HGα2 . Hence x ∈ HGα2 , with say x = h3x3, where h3 ∈ H , x3 ∈ Gα3+1 \Gα3 and α3 < α2.
This process cannot stop, so it yields an infinite decreasing chain of ordinals α1 > α2 > α3 . . ., which is impossible. 
Corollary 5.3. A locally finite group G with finite Prüfer rank is ERF if and only if it has finite Sylow subgroups.
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Proof. The Sylow subgroups of G are Černikov groups; if G is ERF, they must be finite. Conversely, assume the Sylow
subgroups of G are finite. By Belyaev’s theorem (see [2], p. 138), G has a locally soluble normal subgroup Lwith finite index.
Then a result of Kargapolov (see [2], p. 105) shows that if H is the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of L, then L/H is abelian-by-finite.
Since each Hp is finite, the group G has an ascending series with finite factors and thus is ERF. 
Finally, we establish a generalization of 5.2 which also applies to groups of finite torsion-free rank.
Theorem 5.4. Let G be a group with an ascending series whose infinite factors are cyclic and are finite in number. If G is Prüfer-
free and has finite Sylow subgroups, then it is ERF.
Proof. There is an ascending series {Gα | α < β} such that Gαi+1/Gαi is infinite cyclic for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, where
α1 < α2 < · · · < αk < β and all other factors are finite. Let T = τ(G); then T is ERF by 5.2, since it has an ascending
series with finite factors.
(i) G/T is poly-(finite or torsion-free abelian of finite rank).
For conveniencewe assume that T = 1 in this part of the proof and clearly wemay suppose that k > 0. Then Gα1 = 1 and
Gα1+1 is infinite cyclic. Then, as is well known, N = GGα1+1 is locally nilpotent, and since N is torsion-free with finite rank,
it is in fact nilpotent — see [14], 6.36. Writing M = Z(N) and U/M = τ(G/M), we have that M ≤ C = CU(M). Thus U/C
is isomorphic with a periodic subgroup of Aut(M), from which it follows that it is finite since periodic subgroups of GLn(Q)
are finite. Also C/Z(C) is locally finite, so C ′ is locally finite and thus C ′ = 1. It follows that C is torsion-free abelian of finite
rank. By induction on the torsion-free rank the group G/U is poly-(finite or torsion-free abelian of finite rank), so that (i) is
established.
(ii) Final step
By (i) and 4.7 the group G/T is ERF; also T is ERF by 5.2. Let H ≤ G and x ∈ G \H . Wemay assume that x ∈ HT , say x = ht
where h ∈ H , t ∈ T \ (H ∩ T ). Then there exists S such that H ∩ T ≤ S ≤ T , t 6∈ S and |T : S| is finite. Now T k ≤ S for
some k > 0 and T/T k is finite, so by 4.7 again G/T k is ERF and we may assume that t ∈ HT k. But this implies that t ∈ S, a
contradiction. 
In particular 5.4 implies that a soluble groupwith finite torsion-free rank and finite Sylow subgroupswhich is Prüfer-free
is ERF, a result of Liu [12].
6. Periodic FC-groups
The aim of this section is to provide a complete characterization of periodic FC-groups which are ERF. It turns out that
this can be done purely in terms of the Sylow structure.
Theorem 6.1. Let G be a periodic FC-group. Then G is ERF if and only if the following conditions hold:
(a) Sylow subgroups of G are centre-by-finite and have finite exponent;
(b) Sylow subgroups of G′ are finite.
This result is proved with the aid of a sequence of lemmas, mainly about direct products of finite groups.
Lemma 6.2. Let G = Dri∈IFi where the Fi are finite groups. If G is ERF, then all but a finite number of the Fi are soluble.
Proof. Assuming the result to be false, wemay suppose that G = F1× F2×· · ·, where each Fi is a non-abelian simple group.
By the Odd Order Theorem each Fi contains an involution xi. Put C = 〈xi | i = 1, 2, . . .〉 and H =
〈
x−1i xi+1 | i = 1, 2, . . .
〉
,
noting that H < C . Suppose that N C G and G/N is finite. Then N is the direct product of all but a finite number of the Fi and
consequently HN ≥ C . Hence⋂N HN 6= H and a contradiction ensues. 
Lemma 6.3. Let G = Dri∈IFi where the Fi are finite groups, and assume that G is ERF. Then for each prime p all but a finite number
of the groups Fi/Op′(Fi) are abelian p-groups: in particular Fi is p-nilpotent for all but a finite number of i.
Proof. Assume that infinitely many Fi’s are not p-nilpotent. By 6.2 we can suppose that G = F1 × F2 × · · · where each
Fi is soluble, but not p-nilpotent. Then Fi has a non-central p-chief factor. Indeed we may assume that each Fi contains a
non-central, minimal normal subgroup Ai which is an elementary abelian p-group.
Choose ai ∈ Ai and xi ∈ Fi such that [ai, xi] 6= 1, and put H =
〈
a−1i ai+1 | i = 1, 2, . . .
〉
. If N C G and G/N is finite, then N
must contain xix−1j for some i 6= j, and therefore N contains [ai, xix−1j ] = [ai, xi] 6= 1. It follows that 1 6= N ∩ Ai C Fi and
hence that Ai ≤ N by minimality of Ai. Finally, HN contains all the aj, which shows that⋂N HN 6= H . By this contradiction
all but a finite number of the Fi are p-nilpotent.
To complete the proof, put Ui = Op′(Fi) and note that Fi/Ui is a p-group for all but a finite number of i ∈ I . Since
G/(Dri∈IUi) ' Dri∈I(Fi/Ui) is ERF,wemay apply 4.5 to show that all but a finite number of the Fi/Ui are abelian p-groups. 
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Lemma 6.4. Let G be a periodic FC-groupwhich is ERF. Then G/Op′p(G) is finite and Op′p(G)/Op′(G) is abelian-by-finite with finite
exponent for all primes p.
Proof. Assume that G/Op′p(G) is infinite. Certainly G is not p-nilpotent, and it is easy to see that Gmust have a finite normal
subgroup which is not p-nilpotent, say F1. There exists N1 C G such that F1 ∩ N1 = 1 and G/N1 is finite. Thus N1 cannot be
p-nilpotent and so it must have a non-p-nilpotent finite normal subgroup F2. Note that F1F2 = F1 × F2. Next find N2 C G
such that (F1F2) ∩ N2 = 1 and G/N2 is finite. Thus N2 is not p-nilpotent. Since this process cannot terminate, it yields an
infinite direct product F1 × F2 × · · · of finite non-p-nilpotent groups. This violates 6.3, so it follows that G/Op′p(G) is finite.
Finally, Op′p(G)/Op′(G) is a p-group with the ERF-property, so by 4.6 it is centre-by-finite with finite exponent. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Here G is a periodic FC-group. Assume that G is ERF; then (a) holds by 4.6. By 6.4 for any prime p
the group G/Op′(G) is abelian-by-finite and, arguing as in the last part of the proof of 4.6, we see that it is centre-by-finite.
Therefore G′/G′ ∩ Op′(G) is finite, which implies that a Sylow p-subgroup of G′ is finite and (b) holds.
Conversely, assume that (a) and (b) are valid in G. We show that G is ERF: let H ≤ G and x ∈ G \ H . Put N = G′; since
N is a hyperfinite group with finite Sylow subgroups, it is ERF by 5.2. Also G/N is ERF, so we may assume that x ∈ HN , say
x = ha, (h ∈ H , a ∈ N). Since a ∈ N \ (H ∩ N), we can findM ≤ N such that H ∩ N ≤ M , a 6∈ M and k = |N : M| is finite:
set K = Nk!. Thus K ≤ M , a 6∈ K andM/K is finite. Note that x 6∈ HK . It suffices to prove that G/K is residually finite since it
will then be ERF by 4.3.
Now we suppose that K = 1, i.e., N is finite. Replacing G by CG(N), we may assume that N ≤ Z(G) and G is nilpotent.
Now reduce to the case where G is a p-group. By (a) G is abelian-by-finite with finite exponent and hence it is residually
finite. 
Remarks 4. 1. It is easy to prove that a periodic FC-groupwhich is residually finite is LERF, so that LERF and residually finite
are the same property for periodic FC-groups. On the other hand, there are residually finite abelian p-groups which are
not ERF.
2. The property ERF is stronger than QRF for periodic FC-groups, by the example of a direct product of infinitelymany copies
of A5.
3. In [10] locally soluble FC-groups with the property QRF are studied in detail. However no complete characterization of
periodic FC-groups with QRF is known.
7. Embedding in direct products of finite groups
The problem of embedding residually finite, periodic FC-groups in direct products of finite groups is a well-studied one
— see [18] for a full account. Our aim here is to underline the role of direct products of finite groups as universal objects in
the class of periodic FC-groups with the ERF-property. The main result is:
Theorem 7.1. Let G be a periodic FC-groupwhich is ERF. Then G embeds in an ERF-groupwhich is a direct product of finite groups.
In proving this theorem we need an auxiliary result which is of independent interest.
Proposition 7.2. Let G be a periodic FC-group which is ERF. Then G = G0 × G1 where G0 is countable and G1 is abelian.
Proof. The main burden of proof consists in showing that G/Z(G) is countable. Put Z = Z(G) and write N = G′. For any
prime pwrite Jp for the subgroup generated by all the p-elements in N . Since by 6.1 Sylow subgroups of N are finite and G is
an FC-group, Jp is finite. Clearly Jp C G and N =∏p Jp. Conjugation in N yields an injective homomorphism
θ : G/C → Crp Aut(Jp)
where C = CG(N).
For any x ∈ G, the subgroup xG is finite, so there exists L C G such that xG ∩ L = 1 and G/L finite. Thus [xG, L] = 1. If
p - |G : L|, then Jp ≤ L and hence [x, Jp] = 1, which shows that x centralizes all but a finite number of the Jp. Therefore
Im(θ) ≤ DrpAut(Jp).
and G/C = Im(θ) is countable.
Next [C ′, C] = 1, so C is nilpotent. Since N ∩ Cp is finite, there exists V C G such that G/V is finite and N ∩ Cp ∩ V = 1.
Then [Cp ∩ V , G] ≤ N ∩ Cp ∩ V = 1 and Cp ∩ V ≤ Z . It follows that CpZ/Z is finite for every prime p and hence C/Z is
countable. Therefore G/Z is countable.
Now write G = KZ with K a countable subgroup. Note that Zp has finite exponent by 3.1. Therefore we can write
Zp = Lp × Mp where K ∩ Zp ≤ Lp and Lp is countable. Setting L =
〈
Lp | p
〉
and M = 〈Mp | p〉, we have Z = L × M and
G = KZ = (KL)M . Suppose that k` = m, where k ∈ K , ` ∈ L, m ∈ M . Taking p-components, we obtain kp`p = mp and
kp = mp`−1p ∈ K ∩ Zp ≤ Lp; thus mp ∈ Lp, so that m = 1 and G = (KL) × M . Finally, G0 = KL is countable and G1 = M is
abelian. 
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Proof of Theorem 7.1. By 7.2 we may write G = G0 × G1 with G0 countable and G1 abelian. By a well known theorem of
P. Hall (see [18], p. 18), G0 embeds in a direct product of finite groups and of course G1 is a direct product of finite cyclic
groups. Consequently there is an embedding of G in a direct product of finite groups Fi, i ∈ I: let us assume that
G ≤ G = Dri∈IFi.
Denote by pii : G → Fi the canonical projection into Fi: clearly we may assume that pii is surjective. Put Ki = Ker(pii) and
identify Fi with G/Ki.
Let p be any prime and P a Sylow p-subgroup of G′. By 6.1 P is finite, so P ≤ Ki for all but a finite number of i ∈ I . Therefore
P = Dri∈I PKi/Ki
is finite and obviously it is a Sylow p-subgroup of G
′
. Next suppose that Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Thus Q is abelian-by-
finite with finite exponent, as is
Q = Dri∈IQKi/Ki.
Moreover Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Since G is a periodic FC-group, it follows from 6.1 that it is ERF. 
Examples. We will now give some examples of (directly) indecomposable periodic FC-groups which are ERF: these stand
in contrast to the statement of 7.1. By 7.2 such groups are necessarily countable. The first example is due to S.N. Černikov
(see [14], vol. 1, p. 140).
Let p1, p2, . . . be an infinite sequence of odd primes such that p2i ≡ 1(mod p2i−1p2i+1), i = 1, 2, . . .. Let X(1) =
〈x1〉 × 〈x3〉 × · · · and X(0) = 〈x2〉 × 〈x4〉 × · · · where |xi| = pi. Since p2i+1 divides p2i − 1 and p2i+2 − 1, there is a
natural action of X(1) on X(0) and we can form the semidirect product
G = X(1) n X(0):
this is Černikov’s group. Notice that G is a periodic FC-group with finite Sylow subgroups, so it is ERF. It can be shown that
G is indecomposable. Thus we have:
(I) There is an infinite, periodic FC-group Gwith finite Sylow subgroups which is indecomposable.
Bymodifying the group G in (I) wewill construct an indecomposable periodic FC-groupwith the ERF-property which has
an infinite Sylow subgroup.
An automorphism ti of G is defined by the rules
xti2i = x−12i , xtij = xj if j 6= 2i,
where i = 1, 2, . . .. Put T = 〈ti | i = 1, 2, . . .〉, which is an infinite elementary abelian 2-group, and form
G = T n G.
Then G is a periodic FC-group whose Sylow p-subgroups are finite for odd p and infinite elementary abelian if p = 2. Since
G
′ = G, we deduce from 6.1 that G is an ERF-group.
Next we show that G is indecomposable. Suppose that G = U×V whereU, V 6= 1. Now G2 = G, so we have G = U2×V 2.
Since G is indecomposable, U2 = 1 or V 2 = 1, let us say the former. Then U is abelian and U ≤ Z(G), yet Z(G) is clearly
trivial. We have therefore established:
(II) There is a periodic FC-group G such that:
(a) G is indecomposable;
(b) Sylow p-subgroups of G are finite for p odd and infinite elementary abelian for p = 2;
(c) G is ERF.
8. Non-periodic FC-groups
In this final section we will show how to characterize general FC-groups which are ERF. Recall that if G is an FC-group,
then G/Z(G) is locally finite, G/τ(G) is torsion-free abelian and τ(G) is locally finite, (see [14], 4.3 or [18]).
Theorem 8.1. Let G be an FC-group. Then G is ERF if and only if the following conditions hold:
(a) Sylow subgroups of G are abelian-by-finite with finite exponent;
(b) Sylow subgroups of G′ are finite;
(c) G/τ(G) is torsion-free abelian of finite rank and Prüfer-free.
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Proof. Write T = τ(G). Assume that G is ERF; then (a) is true by 6.1 since T is the set of all elements of finite order in G. Also
(c) is valid, because G/T is abelian and 3.1 is applicable. To establish (b) observe that there is a finitely generated subgroup X
such that G/XT is periodic. AlsoM = XG is finitely generated and G/M is a periodic FC-group, so Sylow subgroups of G′M/M
are finite by 6.1. In addition τ(M) is finite becauseM is a finitely generated FC-group; thus G′ ∩M is finite and (b) follows.
Conversely, suppose that the three conditions are satisfied in the group G. Then 6.1 implies that T is ERF, while G/T is
ERF by 3.1. Let H ≤ G and x ∈ G \H . We can assume that x ∈ HT , with x = ht, (h ∈ H, t ∈ T ). Then there exists S ≤ T such
that H ∩ T ≤ S ≤ T , t 6∈ S and |T : S| is finite. Now there is a k > 0 such that T k ≤ S, and it is easy to show that x 6∈ HT k.
Thus we may pass to G/T k and assume that T k = 1. Since G′ ≤ T and Sylow subgroups of G′ are finite, it follows that G′ is
finite. Put C = CG(G′) and note that G/C is finite. In proving that G is ERF we can replace G by C , which means that now G is
nilpotent and the result follows from 4.8. 
Our final result is concerned with embedding non-periodic FC-groups with the ERF-property in direct products which
are ERF.
Theorem 8.2. Let G be an FC-group which is ERF. Then G embeds in an ERF-group G which is a direct product of finite groups and
a single torsion-free abelian group of finite rank.
Proof. Write T = τ(G) and Z = Z(G). Then G/Z is periodic, while Z has finite torsion-free rank. It follows that there is
a finitely generated torsion-free subgroup X of Z such that Q = G/X is a periodic FC-group. Also R = G/T is torsion-free
abelian with finite rank. Note that Q and R are both ERF and G embeds in Q × R since X ∩ T = 1. Now apply 7.1 to embed
Q in an ERF-group Dwhich is a direct product of finite groups. Finally, G embeds in G = D× R, which is ERF by 8.1. 
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